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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The CycleSafe Network Steering Group (CSN) has developed a proposal for the NSW State Government,
potentially with Federal contributions, to provide Newcastle and Lake Macquarie with a comprehensive
and connected cycleway network.
The CSN comprises representatives from Newcastle Cycleways Movement, University of Newcastle, Bicycle NSW and Heart Foundation.
The goal is to build transport infrastructure that supports existing Cycleways Strategies by retrofitting corridors to a high standard of safety, making cycling an attractive option and a popular transport choice as it
is in many modern European cities. This essentially consists of accelerating the completion of cycleways
that are mostly already planned by the respective councils, but to a higher standard of safety than is generally provided, and as a single project in as little as five years.
It is estimated that the project will cost around $100million and our research (and international data backs
it up) has shown that the investment would produce far higher returns than any other transport infrastructure project. This would make it affordable within the proposed timeframe, and would have a transformative effect on the region’s transport, health, environment, and economy.
The attached proposal describes the project, and discusses each aspect in detail:
Transport – Pronounced reductions in road congestion and parking demand.
The intention is to create at least a 5-15% mode share shift to cycling and away from single occupancy
cars. Research has repeatedly shown that many people are prepared to leave the car at home for short to
medium trips, if it is safe to make those trips by bicycle.
Health – The broad benefits of greater physical activity are very well documented
It is anticipated that most of the economic return from this investment will accrue from reduced demand
for public health services. This will be especially evident amongst young people, who lead increasingly
sedentary lives, and are missing out on the health benefits and independence which a safe cycling environment would provide.
Economic – The economic benefits of increased cycling are cumulative and broad.
Developing these safe Cycleways assets in Newcastle, will give our city an Australian “first mover” status
in a paradigm shift which is happening globally. Locally and regionally, the additive economic returns
come from:

increased “spend” by customers who can access businesses via safe cycleways

enhanced “activation” of urban spaces by designing them for people and not cars

anticipated increase in tourism directly related to the CycleSafe Network and its connection to the
proposed Richmond Vale Rail Trail and other attractions.
Environment – A clear link between a reduction in car-dependence and better air quality.
There is an international motivation to ensure we shift from fossil-fuel dependence and car-reliance, and
identify ways to move around effectively. Behaviour change is one part of the shift, however, is also a
function of the built environments. Supportive infrastructure is critical for these shifts to occur.
The CSN is also proposing to incorporate a comprehensive research project to document and assess the
benefits of the investment, which would prove invaluable to other jurisdictions planning to develop networks of their own.
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Introduction
Imagine getting a return on a transport investment that keeps giving and gives to everyone. This proposal
is a unique opportunity for the NSW Government to invest in a community asset that will transform our
region’s transport, health and urban renewal. The CycleSafe Network (CSN) is an opportunity for all levels
of government to contribute to building an asset that will deliver widespread benefits that can be enjoyed
by current and future generations. It makes sense to consider the challenges that we are now beginning
to see in transport, health and the environment, which will only be exacerbated over the next 10 to 20
years.
There are many challenging issues looming on the horizon in each of these areas. Our progressively
ageing population and trend towards obesity will add to the real challenge of funding health care costs.
Transport exposed to fuel price rises will increasingly be an unattractive or unaffordable option. Social
inclusiveness will fail if there is a group of people who cannot afford the transport necessary for everyday
life and for a healthy economy. Expanding our transport infrastructure options to include a broader range
of possibilities than the usual list of road and rail projects will be necessary to address these challenges.
There would be health, economic, social, and environmental community benefits from retrofitting Newcastle and Lake Macquarie with a comprehensive and connected cycleway network built to a high standard of
safety, making cycling an attractive option and a popular transport choice as it is in many modern European cities.
The CycleSafe Network proposal has already generated an unprecedented level of enthusiasm, with support from key organisations in diverse sectors including health, environment, development and transport.
This proposal is for everyone in Newcastle and will revitalise Newcastle in ways we never imagined.
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What is the CycleSafe Network Project?
A transport infrastructure project
¨ 150km of new cycleways across greater Newcastle achievable at an approximate cost of $100 million.
¨ Designed as a transport infrastructure network, not as isolated construction projects
¨ Uses the same design principles as transport infrastructure to ensure quick and efficient movement of
people.
¨ It is expected to exceed the 5% state target to upwards of15% mode share shift to cycling from single
occupant private motor vehicle trips
A network that promotes liveability and social equity for Newcastle’s growth
¨ Supports Newcastle Urban Renewal Strategy and other state growth strategies
¨ Active Travel can reduce preventable chronic diseases which are on the rise
¨ Allows mobility independence for those with a disability.

A system of safe, easy to follow cycle routes connecting people with destinations across Newcastle and Lake Macquarie
¨ The CycleSafe network overcomes key barriers to make active travel appealing.
¨ Family Safe—Connecting destinations with a uniform level of safety across the network for even unaccompanied primary school aged children.
¨ Easy way finding—The CSN is a network of nodes connected by links. Complete routes are developed
by following links from node to node.
¨ World Class Amenity—Direct, attractive paths with secure interchanges with public transport and end-of
-trip facilities can help make cycling a more convenient, enjoyable activity.
¨ Connected—A large percentage of residences would be within 300 m of a node or link. Key destinations, like shops and schools, would be connected either on the primary network or by a secondary
level of links and quiet paths
An urban transport and urban health research opportunity
¨ Partnership with the University of Newcastle, the Heart Foundation, and the Hunter Medical Research
Institute provides a unique opportunity to measure the utilization and benefits of a cycling network
investment.
¨ Identifying research opportunities in the initial design phase of the network would maximise the value of the
research and could provide a comprehensive, whole of city health and transport impact study which
has never been done in Australia.
¨ Embedded bike counters, user surveys and school travel surveys will monitor utilisation, activity levels,
travel patterns and inform the strategy for later stages of the network roll out.
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The Newcastle Advantage
The Newcastle region offers great conditions for cycling, with a mild climate, and gentle topography. Most trip
distances are short: 40% are less than 2km; 80% are less than 10km, and lack the intense traffic pressure
of larger cities1.
In the 1940s and 1950s thousands of workers would ride daily to the steel works and even in recent
decades the proportion of trips made by bike has been double the state average. Inner city cycle networks have been built in Sydney and Melbourne (see image below) , but this would be the first Australian network to cover a full metropolitan area. Newcastle is the ideal test case to demonstrate that it is possible
to make cycling safe and attractive enough to create a mode shift of a minimum of 5% to 15% of urban
trips onto bicycles.
Experience in many jurisdictions, including Newcastle and Lake Macquarie, shows that safe quality cycle
paths deliver results. The Fernleigh Track has proven this success becoming a popular recreational and commuter cycling route.
Suburbs close to the Throsby Creek cycleway have 6% of trips to work by bike compared with 2% across the
Newcastle LGA. The installation of a signalised crossing in 2013 at Hannell St caused an immediate increase
in cycling on this route.1
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Building on Existing Local Government Cycling Strategies
The CycleSafe Network builds on many years of
work undertaken by Newcastle and Lake Macquarie councils and the NSW Roads and Maritime Service. The CSN aligns with existing and
proposed elements of the Newcastle Cycling
Strategy and Action Plan (2012), as well as,
The Cycling Strategy 2021 Lake Macquarie City
Council.
The two council strategies identify a very large
number of possible cycleways, from which the
CSN proposal selects those that would most
effectively comprise a workable regional priority
network allowing continuous, connected travel,
with enhanced safety. The CycleSafe Network
aims to support and assist the councils in making the case for funding, bringing awareness
and building cycleways to best practice world
standard, by taking full advantage of an already
excellent relationship with both councils’ cycling
strategy.
Strategic Policy Alignment
Local, State and Federal governments all recognise cycling’s benefits and have set ambitious targets for increasing trips made by bike or improvements in health infrastructure. The CycleSafe Network offers a viable,
cost-effective strategy for rapidly achieving and exceeding these targets. These are contained within:


NSW BikePlan 2010—double the use of cycling to get to work, across all of NSW, between 2006 and
20163



Newcastle City Council Cycling Strategy and Action Plan 2012– 5% target for trips less than 10km
and double the mode share for journey to work 4



Transport for NSW Disability Access Plan5



NSW 2021 Hunter Regional Action Plan 6



NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan - By 2016, our target is for the number of bicycle trips in Metropolitan Sydney to double, with further growth in cycling for all trips in NSW, particularly in urban
centres, by 2031.7



NSW Active Travel Charter for Children8



Cycling Safety Action Plan 2014-169



Pedestrian Safety Action Plan 2014-201610



NSW Healthy Eating and Active Living Strategy 2013-201811



NSW Government State Infrastructure Strategy



Hunter Region Transport Plan



Hunter Strategic Infrastructure Plan



Hunter Economic Infrastructure Plan.
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“Cycling has transitioned from being a recreational activity reserved solely for
the weekend to being an important mode of transport to be considered in planning decisions alongside walking, driving, and catching public transport.”
National Cycling Strategy 2011-16, Implementation report 201312

Growing New South Wales
Newcastle is in a prime position to achieve growth with improved quality of life, and to cement its place
as one of the foremost liveable cities in Australia. Between 1971 and 2011 (40 years), Newcastle’s population grew from 146,009 to 155,550 (6.5%), yet over that same period the city’s urban footprint grew creating new suburbs and urban sprawl while depleting the central business district 13. Hunter population is
predicted to grow by, adding approximately 100,000 people and requiring 60,000 new dwellings by
203114. The Newcastle Urban Renewal Strategy recognises this and seeks to capitalise on the revitalisation opportunity from brownfield redevelopment whilst maintaining liveability and achieving growth 15.
The Newcastle Urban Renewal Strategy aims to maximise the use of existing transport infrastructure by
providing a light rail, dedicated cycle lanes, and better management of city traffic and parking solutions
through smart technology to create of a quality urban environment.
A Plan for Growing Sydney strategy aims to provide separated cycleways to safely connect people to
destinations, support cross-regional trips to centres, and provide bike lockers at rail stations and workplaces to make cycling easier, all strategies to achieve a liveable, innovative and economically sustainable city16. These same strategies are identified in the Newcastle Urban Renewal Strategy and other council documents.
Whilst the world ranked University of Newcastle provides employment opportunities and international
name recognition, and Renew Newcastle and Newcastle Now, as well as, many other businesses and
industries are in positions to participate in Newcastle’s growth. The CycleSafe Network can provide the
high quality urban environment that helps attract staff to relocate into Newcastle

9

Liveability and Social Equity

Independent Children

A liveable city has a well-developed quality of
life, as determined by the quality and accessibility of education, infrastructure, culture and
environment, safety and stability. Cities that
generally score high on these criteria are connected and provide vibrant safe places for the
community to socialize and be active.

A safe cycleways network will boost children’s independence by allowing them to safely reach school,
sports and extracurricular activities without depending on parents to be driven everywhere. Parental taxi services are a reality of life for families
with school age children, but not always a good use
of the parent’s time and kids love the independence of riding to sport with their friends

Disconnected, unsafe, and inadequate
transport infrastructure can create social inequalities and community isolation. The NSW
Disability Plan 2012—2017 acknowledges
individuals with disability and the prevalence
of their transport barriers many of which are
infrastructure related. The current provision of
transport infrastructure inadvertently excludes
certain segments of the population, such as:
 Those without drivers licenses such as

teenagers, some elderly people and
those who cannot afford to run a car
have to rely on often poor and inconvenient public transport service.
 Access to transport is often a barrier for

people searching for jobs. It is common
to hear of people who can’t get a job
without a car to get there, and can’t afford a car while they don’t have a job.
 Disconnected infrastructure creates safety

hazards, children can’t cycle to school and
individuals using mobility scooters are left
venerable to traffic
 Wheelchair users have difficulty being inde-

pendent due to non-existent or noncompliant infrastructure.
If safe cycling infrastructure was available to
provide convenient and normative mode of
transport for trips up to 10km, life would be a
lot easier for people in these circumstances.

35% of people indicated that they would consider
cycling for transport, but cited road and safety
issues as the main barriers.17
The Heart Foundation, 2011
60% of women reported they would like to cycle
more than they currently do.18
The Heart Foundation, 2013

Safety concerns are the main barrier
to cycling
When Newcastle Council used the Newcastle Voice
survey to ask about cycling in 2010, 56% of the sample said they rarely or never rode a bike, however
60% of these non-riders said they would ride more if
they could use dedicated cycle paths or off road
routes19. This confirms the Heart Foundation research that indicates a large unmet demand for safe
cycling options.
The risk of being hospitalised from riding a bike is
1/7th the risk from playing football per hour of activity, however the prospect of being hit by a car is still
sufficient to scare many people away20. Provision of
an obviously safe network will see many new people
adopt cycling as an every day transport choice.
10

CSN Health Benefits
Physical activity helps prevent cardiovascular disease and cancers, the two biggest causes of
death in Australia. It also benefits diabetes, osteoporosis, depression, arthritis and obesity. Unless
the environment supports active living many people do not make regular physical activity part of
their lives. It needs to be fun, easy to use and promote social connections.

Physical
inactivity
has been
identified
as the
greatest

The public health philosophy is to make the
healthy choice the easy choice and the CycleSafe
Network does this. The CSN could have people
meeting their targets of 30 minutes of moderate to
vigorous activity on 5 days of the week very easily.

public
health
challenge
of the

In 2012, Hunter Medicare Local found:

21st

 57% of people in Newcastle are overweight or

century.

obese
 72% of people in Newcastle DO NOT do the rec-

ommended amount of physical activity (NSW
average is 69%)21
This has a huge impact on health costs both now
and into the future.. When over half the population
are overweight and nearly 3/4th do not exercise
enough, the call for action cannot be ignored.

Commuting cycling can lead to a 28% reduction in all cause mortality. Commuter cyclists persisted with lifelong exercise habits in distinction to people with sport for
leisure activities, which come and go over the years.23
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Economic Benefits
Dollar for dollar, the CSN could be the best investment we make to secure our city’s future
transport needs. As a result of this infrastructure
investment, we could:


Increase local business sales



Reduce costs associated with physical inactivity and obesity



Boost tourism spending



Reduce travel times and travel costs

In this section, we document what the potential
economic benefits of the CSN could be if built
within the next 3 years and create a modest 5%
journey to work mode shift. This is a reasonable
mode shift goal considering the Throsby Creek
area around strategic cycleway R6 has a 6.1%
mode share, whilst overseas the Dutch have
40%.

The Benefit Cost Ratio for Cycleways
How are benefit cost ratios calculated?

Economic Benefits
Dollar for dollar, the CSN could be the best investment we make to secure our city’s future
transport needs. As a result of this infrastructure
investment, we could:
 Increase local business sales

by health improvements, accounting for about 90%
of total benefits. The benefit is strongly dependant
on how many people start riding due to the provision
of safe cycleways. A Price Waterhouse Coopers
(PWC) analysis from Brisbane showed per Km benefits of $1.12 for health, $0.21 for congestion, and
$0.35 vehicle costs, offset by a negative injury benefit $0.37. All other benefits, from changes in noise,
air pollution, carbon emissions, parking and road
provision added up to $0.127. While the construction costs will vary from city to city, the health benefits are expected to be the same in any location 24.
Benefit cost ratios of major transport investments in
NSW are often in the range of 1 to 2.5 with comparable examples being shown in the graph on the
right25. The Inner city Sydney network benefit is
clearly higher than the typical range. Comparing the
Sydney analysis to Newcastle, benefits from reduced congestion would be less but on the other
hand construction costs would be less in Newcastle
where there are generally less severe space constraints.
Using conservative estimates of uptake and conventional transport project valuation methodologies, it is
highly likely the CSN will have a very favourable
benefit: cost ratio when a full economic evaluation is
conducted.

 Reduce costs associated with physical inactivi-

ty and obesity
 Boost tourism spending
 Reduce travel times and travel costs

The economic appraisal of cycling infrastructure
involves estimating the benefits from the reduction in costs of road congestion, air pollution, travel time savings, vehicle operating costs, parking
costs, road provision, and the value of the improvement in health status achieved by improving
fitness, minus the damage costs from cycling injuries . The standard economic approach is to
add the benefits accruing during a 30 year appraisal period then discount these at 7% back to
a net present value.
Several Australian and international cities’ studies
giving Benefit to Cost ratios (BCR) or benefits per
Km ridden confirm the strong economic performance of cycleways. The benefits are dominated
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Example Economic Analysis Studies on
other cities

Example—How Newcastle compares

Brisbane

to economic studies presented in



proposal Brisbane



PWC found, 1000 cyclists per day generates
a discounted benefit of $15m (urban) or
$20m (outer urban) over a 30 year appraisal
period.



Net benefit /Km $1.43 (plausible low and
high estimates $0.92, $2.06)25.

Norway (3 cities)

Norway (3 cities)




BCR of 4 to 5 after including the value of
feeling safe on the road26.

International review of economic analysis


The busiest commuter site in Newcastle is the Fernleigh Track with 123 commuting riders per hour counted on Super Tuesday.

Norways’ construction costs are typically higher, the $1.2 million per km is likely more expensive than Newcastle
would be.

Inner Sydney Regional Bike Study

Cavil, 2008 Systematic review of economic
analyses showed benefit: cost ratio’s in the
range of 3 to 15 from the highest quality
studies, and less than 1 to >30 for good
quality studies27.



Compared to Sydney, Newcastle’s benefit from decongestion and train costs
would be less.

Economic Impact of Physical Inactivity
The CSN could reduce costs associated with
physical inactivity and obesity. Physical inactivity costs Australia $13.8 billion per year. In
2007/2008, the direct annual health care costs
incurred to treat symptoms of physical inactivity
were estimated to be $719 million, with approximately 16,178 Australians dying prematurely due
to physical inactivity. If more people were physically active for 30 minutes a day, the Australian
health care system could save $1.5 billion per
year22! If the CSN provided even a modest mode
-share shift of 5—10% to active travel, there
could be a dramatic economic benefit and health
savings.

Source: google
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The World Health Organisation
Economic Valuation
The European office of World Health Organisation has produced a health economic assessment tool (HEAT) for walking and cycling projects, based on the value of reduced mortality of
cyclists aged 20 to 64 years documented in
some large European cohort studies. The first
phase of construction of the CSN based on the
nine segments most advanced in the council’s
planning process would link up a population of
181,895 of whom 109,450 are aged from 20 to
64 years based on ABS data at the
geographic SA2 level. If cycling mode share in
these areas increased by 5% more than current,
and people rode 10 Km per day on weekdays
only, the annual value of the health gains according the WHO method would be $14.3 million
per year28.
For example, the eight segments of phase 1
comprise approximately 30 Km, so even the
construction cost of $1 million per Km the capital
cost is recouped by only 2.1 years of health
gains predicted by the WHO method if building
the network induces a 5% mode shift. Bicycle
mode share observed in modern European cities
is much higher than 5%, so benefits could be
potentially much greater. The costs due to injury
are likely to be less than predicted in these analyses, as the principal design feature of the CSN
is to provide safe cycling routes. And because
the risk of injury per bicycle kilometre goes down
as cycling becomes more common.

Designed to Move
The Designed to Move: Active Cities report analysed 120 publications looking for links between
physical activity levels and urban health. […] finding that among 20 different studies on the economic benefits of walking and bicycling interventions, the average benefit-to-cost ratio was
13:1.29
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Good for Business
Bicycles and cycle lanes are good for business. The Heart Foundation’s Good for Business report found Cyclists spend more per
week than car drivers and bicycle parking generates more per square metre than cars ($31/
m2 versus $6/m2),.30
Other studies from around the world have suggested similar bicycle business boosts for example31:


In Portland Oregon, it was found that
whilst cyclists spend less per trip grocery
shopping, they spent more at restaurants, bars and convenience stores.



A survey in East Village, New York found
Cyclists spent at local shops about $163
per week on average, compared to $143
among drivers



A survey in 9 shopping areas across 3
New Zealand cities found “the benefit of
encouraging more sustainable transport
journeys to shopping centres outweighs
the cost of reallocating space and improving the urban design in shopping
centre.”



A before and after study in Seattle,
Washington where they absorbed 12 car
parking spots for a bike lane showed a
nearly 300% spike in sales around the
bike lane versus neighbourhood business not on the bike lane.2

Good for Tourism
Feasibility and economic studies into bicycle touring show strong economic spending. For example, “A study of the Murray to Mountain Rail Trail
revealed bike riding tourists spend $244 per bike
rider per day at local businesses.”33 Although the
Richmond Vale rail trail is not part of the CSN,
when built that trail will allow cycle access to the
lower hunter vineyard tourist area, and the CSN
will create connections for Richmond Vale at the
Newcastle end.
Touring cyclists were also
shown to have higher levels of income and the
destination itself was less important than quality
riding routes.
The growing Newcastle Cruise ship industry offers another group of users. With a safe network,
cruise ship passengers may hire bikes and use
the CSN to explore the city for a broader and better visitor experience. If quality riding routes were
provided the Hunter region is ripe for cycling touring with the Hunter Valley and world famous Australian beaches on our doorstep.
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Network Design Principles
Connected

Easy Way Finding

Linking everywhere to everywhere the network
operates as a grid versus the typical radial design. The grid network maximizes permeability
and caters for diverse transport needs; this is
how the current car road network is laid out. Side
branches will connect the network into major
destinations such as shops, schools, the university, and employment centres.
Cycle paths will provide continuous links. 100km
of high quality motorway would not suddenly turn
into a single lane dirt road – the same design
principles should apply to cycle paths.
The CycleSafe Network routes are strategically
located to enable the majority of our region’s residents to be within a few hundred metres (a one
minute ride) of family-safe Cycleways.

Clear, and consistent, the CycleSafe Network
enables easy way-finding., It should not be necessary to consult a map once you are on the
network. Distinctive signs will indicate nearby
nodes, and intersections will be constructed so
it is obvious where to ride next.
Nodes would be locations familiar to locals, easily identified by visitors, chosen as the ideal intersection of links. The links would be designed to
offer the safest, most direct and cost effective
option to connect nodes.
For example, to navigate from Edgeworth to Carrington: join the Glendale to Wallsend link then
follow the signs to Wallsend / Lambton Park /
Showground / Islington / Tighes Hill / Carrington .
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Family Safe

Amenity

Connecting destinations with a uniform level of
safety along the length. A primary school age
child should be able to use it without supervision.
Cycleways will not end abruptly, leaving riders in
difficult or dangerous traffic that they may not
have skills for, or without a safe option to complete their journey. Network sections may be
separated from vehicles by a physical barrier, or
use a mixed traffic design on very low volume
30km/hr streets.

Direct, attractive paths with end-of-trip facilities
and secure interchanges with public transport
can help make cycling a more convenient, enjoyable activity. Where possible, cycleways should
be away from traffic providing clean air and less
noise. A bicycle travel speeds on average of 10
to 30km/hr and rely on personal effort.
The low travel speed relies on directness and is
key to attractive paths. If the network offers
safety only at the cost of large increases in distance and poor quality paths it will not attract users.

Design Treatment Examples
The CycleSafe Network routes can include a range of solutions:


Bike Boulevards are streets on which vehicle speed and volume are restricted to 30km/hr and 500
movements per day. Options to achieve this include mid-block road closures, intensive traffic
calming, and partial intersection coloured. These are most similar to shared roads used by bikes
and low numbers of slow moving motor vehicles.



On road separated cycle path in a single direction located on both sides of the road is the
preferred design for high volume traffic. It is protected from fast moving traffic by separation or
barriers;



Off road cycleways are built on open land away from a road. Three metres is the minimum, but up to
6 metres allows easy passing and reduces conflict. Off road cycleways are a delight with clean air,
no traffic noise, and generally unlit (so cyclists need good lights at night)



Shared paths next to roads are the least desirable treatment. It is a widened footpath that cyclist can
legally use. When there is no other way to make a connection and requires use of a shared path,
the path can be built with access ramps angled to the direction of travel. The gradient should be
shallow (1:16) so cyclists can enter and leave easily and safely.

Where possible, cycle paths should be separated from pedestrian paths to avoid potential conflict as cycling numbers increase.
17

Mixed Mode Transport
Great cities have diverse transport options catering to singles, families, the disabled, businesses
and logistics needs. Cycleways compliment
mixed mode transport if provided the appropriate
infrastructure. For example, The Hunter Street
design concepts maintains a separated cycleways with the light rail corridor.
Public Transport Interchanges
Bike infrastructure, such as Parkiteers—secure
bicycle parking sheds with swipe access, can
enhance public transport by encouraging short
cycle trips to the train or bus interchange and
improve patronage rates of those modes.
Roads
Roads become safer as cyclists are protected
and increase in visibility. Transferring just a
small portion of car drivers into cyclists can help
ease congestion and create better traffic flows.
Further, the recent study by Nike showed that
marked bike lanes (separated and non separated) reduce vehicle-bike collisions up to 50%.29
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Urban Health Research Project
Construction of the CSN as an intensive cycling infrastructure upgrade provides the opportunity to document the widespread community benefits from this investment. Involvement
of the Hunter Medical Research Institute and
University of Newcastle in the proposal can
ensure that high quality evaluation is built in to
the project from the start. While chronic disease outcomes occur after a lag time of years
or decades, subjective sensations of wellness,
mental health benefits, and improvements to
fitness and blood pressure occur within
months, so are suitable as research outcome
measures.

the network will act as control areas, and those
that become connected will be surveyed in the
year before construction with repeat surveys one
and two years after construction. Measurements
on a random population sample from target areas will include health markers such as blood
pressure and obesity, behaviours such as physical activity, and objective measurement of cycling with GPS tracking devices. Special attention will be paid to cycling by school children,
with school based transport audits, and analysis
of fitness “beep” tests carried out as part of the
PE curriculum.
As well as the health focussed research, uptake
monitoring will be conducted by embedded bike
counting technology, and user attitudes and
feedback will be studied through online surveys
with participants recruited by attaching invitations
to parked bicycles.

Health benefits of the CSN will be measured
by a before and after survey design in a number of suburbs as they become connected to
the network. Suburbs already connected by
cycleways, and suburbs beyond the limits of

Technology embedded in the construction can show usage
patterns and travel behaviour.

Source: Gordon Price

https://pricetags.wordpress.com/2012/05/04/annals-of-cycling-55/

Source: City of Newcastle
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Stages of the CSN

A connected,

The CycleSafe Network could be built in stages
over a period of 7 years. Stages would be determined by council with regard to existing infrastructure and other priorities.

safe network
will support
strong eco-

Stage 1

nomic and

The links proposed in stage 1 are those regarded
by the CycleSafe Steering group as high priority.
Councils have already developed these to an advance stage of planning.

health benefits to the region.

Segment

Length

Project Status

Council

NCC Part A

2.4 km

Detailed Design in
Progress

Newcastle City Council

2.4 km

Concept Design

Newcastle City Council

3.3 km

Concept Design

Newcastle City Council

800 km

Concept Design

Newcastle City Council

12.0 km

Concept Design &
Newcastle City Council
Environmental Impact
Statement

3.7 km

Detailed Design in
Progress

0.3 km

Concept Design &
Lake Macquarie City Council
Environmental Impact
Statement

2.3 km

Detailed Design

Showground to City West
NCC Part B
City West to City East
NCC Part C
Civic to Merewether Beach
NCC Part D
Maude Street Underpass
NCC Part E
Pipeline Route
LMC Part A
Speers Point to Glendale
LMC Part B
Bareki Bends (final stage)
LMC Part C

Lake Macquarie City Council

Lake Macquarie City Council

Fernleigh Track Belmont to Blacksmiths
Total Estimated Distance

27.1 km Estimated Cost
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$25 million

Proposed Stage 1 Illustration Maps

Benefit snapshot of stage 1
Overall Benefits

Council Noted Benefits34:





improve access to the city centre by sustainable transport modes



improve access to the University of Newcastle Callaghan campus by
sustainable transport modes



provide safe, convenient cycle connections between the University of
Newcastle’s Callaghan and planned city centre (NeW Space) campuses



improve connectivity of Newcastle’s cycleway network



address safety issues



facilitate achievement of active transport mode share targets.

211,384 people located could benefit from
the cycleways



key destinations and
businesses linked by
continuous cycleway
infrastructure



Remove dangerous
infrastructure

Source: Gordon Price

https://pricetags.wordpress.com/2012/05/04/annals-of-cycling-55/
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Support for the CSN
A broad communications campaign is being
undertaken to inform and engage planners,
stakeholders and community members.
Planned events include producing web and
printed resources, public forums and gathering
endorsements from an extensive list of organisations.

We have reached:


700+ Petition signatures



20 + Community Group Presentations



4 The Herald Opinion pieces



15 + Meetings with local and state ministers



230+ Facebook likes and growing!
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